HKCEC RECLAMATION
EARLY 2009 TO EARLY 2011
- HKCEC1 RECLAMATION
- MTR TUNNEL CROSSING STRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION
- CWB TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION AT HKCEC1
- COOLING WATER INTAKE PIPELINES CONSTRUCTION
- NEW CROSS HARBOUR WATER MAINS CONSTRUCTION
- COMMISSIONING OF THE NEW COOLING WATER INTAKE SYSTEM
- COMMISSIONING OF THE NEW CROSS HARBOUR WATER MAINS

EARLY 2011 TO LATE 2011
- MTR TUNNEL CROSSING STRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION
- DIVERSION OF OUTFALL M TO TEMPORARY OUTFALL (L-TEMP-1) DISCHARGING TO THE EASTERN HALF OF HKCEC3
- DIVERSION OF OUTFALL L TO TEMPORARY OUTFALL (L-TEMP-1.5) DISCHARGING TO THE EASTERN HALF OF HKCEC2W
- HKCEC3 RECLAMATION (WEST TO EAST)
- HKCEC3W RECLAMATION
- HKCEC2W RECLAMATION (WEST TO EAST)
- HKCEC2 RECLAMATION

LATE 2011 TO LATE 2012
- MTR TUNNEL CROSSING STRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION
- DIVERSION OF OUTFALL L TO TEMPORARY OUTFALL (L-TEMP-2) ON THE RECLAIMED WESTERN PART OF HKCEC3W
- HKCEC3W RECLAMATION (EASTERN SIDE)
- HKCEC3E RECLAMATION
- HKCEC3E RECLAMATION (TO BOX CULVERT INVERT)
- CWB TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION AT HKCEC3E
(ORDER OF COMPLETION: HKCEC3 RECLAMATION)
- CONSTRUCTION OF PERMANENT OUTFALL M' ABOVE THE COMPLETED CWB TUNNEL